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COMING UP IN SEASON 72!
Five Women Wearing the Same Dress by Alan Ball
Directed by Danielle Guy

Shout Out!
Our sincerest thanks to the
amazing cast and crew of The
Bluest Eye.
Your hard work and talent
made our return to live
performances a huge success!
We love you all!!

Show Dates: November 5 - 20, 2021

Firebringer from Starkid Productions
Music and Lyrics by Meredith Stepien and Mark Swiderski
Book by Nick Lang, Matt Lang, and Brian Holden
Arranged by Clark Baxtresser and Pierce Siebers
Directed by Michael Page
Music Directed by Chad Rabago

Show Dates: January 21 - February 5, 2022

[title of show]
by Hunter Bell
Music and Lyrics by Jeff Bowen
Directed by Kevin Sockwell
Music Directed by Matthew Dohm

Show Dates: May 6 - 21, 2022

www.dominionstage.org
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Upcoming Auditions for Firebringer

Directed by Michael Page, Music Directed by Chad Rabago
Characters
Jamilla (F) [Vocal Range: F3-D5] the leader of the tribe. Charismatic,
confident, protective, and motherly,
but a little arrogant and stuck in
past ways.

Play Summary
Firebringer is a fun, campy,

and irreverent comedy by
StarKid, the creators of A Very
Potter Musical . This show
features the popular meme "I
don't really want to do the
work today".
This show is full of political
and social commentary from
climate change, to the
patriarchy, to religious
control. Diversity has an
important role in the concept
of this production; we can get
through much more by
coming together. Diversity, in
many aspects (age, race,
gender identity, sexuality,
and background) should be
represented in casting.

Audition Tip
When Auditioning with a
song, don't forget to act
too. It's not only about
your ability to sing a song,
but how you perform it!
Note: For our production
of Firebringer the
rehearsal/performance
period is from November
20 - February 6.

www.dominionstage.org

Zazzalil (F) [Vocal Range: G3-D5] One of the tribe's gatherers. A
creative and innovative, but lazy
inventor. Revolutionary thinker, but
doesn’t always consider the
consequences of her actions.
Keeri (F) [Vocal Range: A3-C5] The tribe's head gatherer. Ignorant
but kind and empathetic. She is
Zazzalil’s supportive Best Friend.
Molag (F) [Vocal Range: n/a] - the
tribe’s former leader and the
narrator. She was a terrible and
selfish leader who lied and
manipulated for her own gain.
Emberly (F) [Vocal Range: G3-D5] The tribe taste tester. She is
cautious but honest and curious to
learn or experience new things.
Grunt (M) [Vocal Range: C3-F4] An Outsider to the tribe. He is timid
and sensitive. He wants to feel
included.
Schwoopsie (F) [Vocal Range: A3D5] - A member of the tribe. She is a
comedian who seems to enjoy
making her tribemates happy.
Ducker (M) [Vocal Range: A2-F4] The religious leader of the tribe.
Uses his position in the tribe for his
own gain. Self-serving and
opportunistic.

Tiblyn (F) [Vocal Range: B3-D5] The hard worker of the tribe. Loyal
and dedicated to her task and a
hopeless romantic.
Smelly Balls (M) [Vocal Range: A2F4] - The “dude” of the tribe. Not so
bright. In terms of bravery, he’s all
bark and no bite.
Chorn (Non-Binary/Genderqueer)
[G3-E5] - The odd one of the tribe.
Their vocabulary is seemingly
limited. They do attempt to
communicate to the tribe despite
this with varying degrees of
success.

Auditions
Actors should prepare 32
bars of a comedic song and
be prepared to read. Please
come dressed for
movement.
In addition to your
headshot/resume (if you
have them), please bring
the completed audition
form and the calendar,
listing all tentative and
known conflicts between
November 20 and February
6. A conflict will not
necessarily preclude you
from being cast, as the
production team will work
around actors' conflicts to
the best of their ability.
Since there will be no
double casting, conflicts
during the last two weeks
of rehearsal or during
performances may affect
casting decisions.
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DOMINION STAGE’S 2ND ANNUAL
PLAYWRITING COMPETITION
Dominion Stage’s 2nd Annual Playwriting Competition was a success by every measure. The
committee, headed by board members Carol Clark and Rebecca Harris, was impressed with the quality
and scope of the pieces submitted, which ranged from hilarious comedy to thought-provoking drama.
Almost exactly as many females submitted works as males, a refreshing gender parity we strongly
support.
We selected a single winner in the Two Act category, and two winners in the One Act (under 60
minutes) category. In both categories, we included Honorable Mentions, each invariably a tiny
percentage point away from winning. Drum roll, please...
ONE ACT WINNERS:
Romantic Comradery by Chuck Smith
When a guy brings a series of unsuccessful online dates to the same restaurant,
it turns out his best match was the one taking the drink orders.

Dominion
Stage Trivia

Happy Hour by Janet Sarno
At Nickie’s Nook in Greenwich Village, two sets of blind dates get mixed up,
forming a hilarious foursome.

Honorable Mentions:

For what show is the
oldest program posted
on the Dominion Stage
website?

Before, During and After by Chuck Smith
One man’s journey as he meets, marries, and loses the love of his life.
Creation by Erica Smith
Adopted brothers. One creating literature. The other, well, procreating.

(Answer can be found on
our website:
www.dominionstage.org)

TWO-ACT WINNER:
Occupied by Aly Kantor
In a series of public restrooms over the years, two friends share their hopes and
dreams as horrific real-life news stories mark the milestones of their lives.

Honorable Mentions:
Syd by Craig Hauk
Neighboring conservative religious families deal with their gay offspring in
shockingly different ways.
Break by Elizabeth A.M. Keel
A high school building under attack by a supernatural faerie queen manifests
itself in human form to warn the principal. Seriously.
God, Waving by Linda Whitmore
Dogma’s in the doghouse as a family hilariously skews religion, New
Age, reincarnation, yoga, and belief systems in general.

Submissions are read “blind”, that is, without an awareness of the author’s name, so we were pleased
to see Chuck Smith -- who won last year’s One Act category with “Tempting the Hand of Fate” -- again
on the podium, with a Win and an Honorable Mention in the same category. We were also pleased at
the gender parity revealed across the board.
Staged readings of the One Acts will be presented likely around Valentine’s Day 2022, and the Two Act
in March or April of the same year. Watch our DominionStage.org website or follow us on social media
for details.
We thank each of the talented playwrights who submitted works to us, and encourage you to keep
writing!

www.dominionstage.org
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REFLECTIONS ON THE BLUEST EYE:
AN INTERVIEW WITH DIRECTOR ELEANORE TAPSCOTT
The Bluest Eye—the opening show of Dominion Stage’s 72nd Season and our first stage
production with an audience in nearly eighteen months—finished its successful run with
strong reviews and a sold-out performance on Saturday, August 21. As the show entered its
final weekend, director Eleanore Tapscott shared her reflections on the experience of staging
a show that has had a profound influence on her artistic development.
Dominion Stage Door: What attracted you to this story and why was it important for you to bring it to
the stage?
Eleanore Tapscott: The novel has long been a favorite of mine. When I was in drama school, I adapted
one of Pecola's speeches into a one-person show (about standards of beauty) which was a component
of my graduation thesis. It tore at me then, as it does now, how women of color twist ourselves into all
kinds of knots to effect Eurocentric standards of physical beauty.
DSD: Was your directing approach to The Bluest Eye different from some of the other dramas you’ve
directed? If so, how?
ET: I used the same approach for The Bluest Eye that I used for all shows I direct-- an approach called
TTT (true to the text) in which I work with the actors to analyze the text for clues to character
development, including intentionality and motivation. Because of the lyricism and metaphor-laden
richness of the text, at times I think we (assistant director, Marzanne Claiborne, and stage manager,
Mike O'Connor, and I) spent more time with the cast on text work with this show than I have on certain
Shakespearean texts.
DSD: What were your challenges on this project?
ET:
1. Knowing that we were exerting time and effort on a project that might not happen, in view of the
changing dynamics of the Covid pandemic.
2. Momentarily not knowing where we would be holding in-person rehearsals when Arlington County
facilities were not available in the time frame needed. I remember saying to the cast: Well, we are
outdoors, literally. A reference to a line in the play about people being displaced during—and
immediately after—the Great Depression, the timeframe in which the key parts of the story transpire.
3. Getting the cast and design team to understand the sweeping, physical movement I wanted for this
production. The story is told nonlinearly, and scene/costume changes had to be integrated seamlessly
as part of the flow of the production.
4. Working with actors new to theater on vocal projection and the need for personalization and emotional
connection to complex language.
5. I also wore a producer's hat for this production, which meant assigning my limited time to dealing with
other aspects of the production. I'm thankful and grateful to the Dominion Stage board members for the
marketing and administrative support.
DSD: Were there any surprises, or anything unexpected that you encountered as you created this
production?
ET: I tip my hat to all organizations producing live theatre during this challenging time. Besides the
pandemic, this has been a summer of the strangest weather I've ever experienced. There were
numerous rehearsals for which we had to gauge whether to release actors early so they were not
caught in some of those torrential downpours/tornado watches.
DSD: What were your favorite moments from the show?
ET: The opening tableau with Brooke West's beautiful singing, Crystal Arful-Addoh's characterization of
Mrs. Breedlove and the power of her speech when she talks to the audience about the delivery of her
child that she could not love because it was black and therefore ugly; the girls' fight scene in which our
protagonists, Claudia and Frieda (played respectively by Cyprina Stokley and Khalia Muhammad) take
down the school's Queen Bee, Maureen Peal (Bri Houtman), are top favorites.

www.dominionstage.org
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REFLECTIONS ON THE BLUEST EYE:
AN INTERVIEW WITH DIRECTOR ELEANORE TAPSCOTT
Continued

DSD: What do you hope audience members have taken away from this show?
ET: When people are mean to you, it hurts and that generational cycles of physical and emotional
abuse can be broken, but we have to acknowledge the role of systemic racism and its deep rootedness
in everyday life and that black people alone cannot fix this problem. We have to work together to solve
this problem. As Crystal so beautifully expressed in a recent interview, “Don’t let children, or anybody
really, go around feeling bad about themselves.”
DSD: How familiar were you with the other works of Toni Morrison and Lydia Diamond before this
project?
ET: I'm pretty familiar with the work of both writers. Song of Solomon , Tar Baby , and Sula are favorites of
Morrison's works. I've read and seen productions of Diamond's Stick Fly and Smart People , and I've read
one of her earlier works, The Gift Horse . I'm looking forward to seeing her production of Toni Stone
(about the first woman to play baseball in the Negro leagues) at Arena Stage this season.
DSD: Adapting a novel to the stage—especially one as well-regarded as The Bluest Eye —is a huge
challenge. How well do you think Lydia Diamond did with her play adaptation? Do you feel that
anything was left out?
ET: Diamond has a unique writing style, as does Morrison. I think it was a wise decision on Diamond's
part to let Morrison's language speak for itself rather than try to interpret or embroider it. As with any
adaptation, there are limitations with number of characters and staying focused on the primary goal of
relating the key facts of the story. In the novel, Pecola's (the little girl who wants blue eyes so that
people will like her, and her mother will love her) world includes characters who offer her some respite
from the harshness of her life that in the play is provided the Claudia's and Frieda's family. Some of
those characters include the neighborhood hookers -- one of whom has the intriguingly delightful
name, Maginot Line). I think their inclusion would have added a bit more humor to an extremely dark
story.
DSD: How did it feel to be returning to live stage productions?
ET: In a word, FANTABULOUS!
DSD: What's next for you?
ET: I wish I could say a short break, but I am so fortunate to have some exciting projects. Directing
projects include August Wilson's Fences for Little Theater of Alexandria, and yes, it is tiring having
double duty with two shows, Lynn Nottage's By the Way, Meet Vera Stark for Colonial Players (Fall
2021), and in 2022 local playwright Caleen Sinnette Jenning's Playing Juliet and Casting Othello
(Providence Players) and Ossie Davis' Purlie Victorious (ACCT).
Eleanore Tapscott has been an actor and director (and an occasional
producer) in numerous productions from New York City to California and many
places in between. In the Metro DC area, she has appeared as Oberon in A
Midsummer Night's Dream (MCP), Mrs. Graves in Enchanted April (ACCT) and
Constance in She Stoops to Conquer (LTA). She has directed productions of
Bus Stop and The Count of Monte Cristo at ACCT, The Fantasticks , I'm Not
Rappaport and Noises Off at LTA, and Fabulation , Coming Home and Blues for
an Alabama Sky at Port City Playhouse. She was recently elected to the Board of
Governors at the Little Theatre of Alexandria and has previously served on the
board of directors for Port City Playhouse and Dominion Stage. Eleanore has a
BA in Theatre from the University of California, Berkeley and was the recipient
of the Pillsbury Award for Excellence in Acting at the National Shakespeare
Conservatory in New York, NY.

www.dominionstage.org
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THE PLAY OF “TOO MUCH”
BY DANIELLE GUY
Danielle Guy is directing Dominion Stage’s production of Five Women
Wearing the Same Dress a comedy by Alan Ball (HBO’s Six Feet Under
and True Blood ), which opens Friday, November 5 and runs through
Saturday, November 20. This is Danielle’s second production with
Dominion Stage, having previously directed the rock musical Bloody,
Bloody Andrew Jackson , Dominion’s last, live “pre-Covid” production
in the winter of 2020.
When I first sit down to read a play, I like to make sure that I take notes
of my different reactions throughout the piece; that way I can place
myself in the role of an audience member and anticipate how they
may feel watching it. Upon finishing my first read through of Five
Women Wearing the Same Dress , my final note I stated was, “Well that
was too much.”
Coming from a purely analytical standpoint, this play is far too much. While the five identical
bridesmaids dresses are indicated in the script as horrendous and ugly, that mentality of
pure audacity overflows into every other aspect of the play as well. The room where the
action takes place is too much, the dialogue is too much, the beat changes are too much, and
at times, even the plot is too much. The sheer amount of material that gets packed into 70
pages of text by all accounts would be determined as far too much.
It is for that exact reason this piece is important to produce. How often have women been told
that they are “too much.” To live in the world as a woman is to constantly feel the pressure to
minimize every aspect of ourselves in order to maintain the status quo and not make anyone
feel uncomfortable. We shrink our voices, our waistlines, and our personalities because it is
indoctrinated into us at an early age that’s what our responsibility is to society. Don’t make a
fuss. Don’t take up space. Don’t be a problem.
This play is chock full of too much. And for a play that consists of five women and a single
man, it better be. Whether this was the playwright’s intention or not, he has provided a piece
that allows women to embody their “too much-ness.” I am so fortunate to work with this
group of actors who are willing and excited to explore all the highs, lows, and sometimes
ugliness that has been provided for us. We are able to look into a slice of time where five
women are able to let themselves go and be as emotional, outspoken, messy, and over the
top as they want in the face of the strangest chapters of our lives.
I sincerely hope that you’ll enjoy our show, and that it will inspire you to breathe a little
deeper, laugh a little louder, and allow yourself the joy of being a little too much.

www.dominionstage.org
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